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Abstract—The demand in providing a reliable operation
of modern Cooperative Intelligent Transport Systems (C-ITS)
is growing tremendously. One of the enablers for improving
efficiency is applying Machine Learning (ML) techniques to
predict network characteristics. This work proposes methods
to solve the Regression and Classification tasks for the real-life
C-ITS mission-critical (transaction) data between buses and the
Cloud server collected via three LTE operators. The results show
that it is possible to predict the transaction class (classified as
(non-)time-critical applications or failed) and the real transaction
time with high accuracy. Most applied ML models showed good
performance in the Binary Classification of transactions while
adding an unsuccessful transactions class (infrequent accuracy).
The data imbalance problem arises, resulting in a decrease
in balanced accuracy. Moreover, the Gradient Boosting model
achieves good results in predicting the real transaction time for
a regression task. Numerical results have shown that with the help
of ML algorithms with high-quality processing of input data, it
is possible to achieve accuracy on a test sample of at least 91.6%
in the classification task, and on average, the transaction time
error of below 0.08 seconds.

Index Terms—Intelligent transportation systems;
Communication traffic; Machine learning; Prediction methods

I. INTRODUCTION

The evolution in the telecommunications domain towards
the development of beyond 5G (B5G)/6G systems pushes
the deep integration of wireless communication technology
in various fields beyond conventional mobile phones and
Internet of Things (IoT) devices. One of the broad directions
is related to the proliferation of different Smart City-related
paradigms, including the connectivity between vehicles with
a strict reliability demand coming under the umbrella
of Cooperative Intelligent Transport Systems (C-ITS) with
its mission-critical requirements and related optimization
problems [1]–[3]. Today, the communication and application
requirements become more demanding, seeking ultra-reliable
and low-latency communications [4]. The awareness that
delay/latency is the critical limiting factor for communication
between server and client is evidently undeniable.
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The existing distributed wireless network architecture does
not meet all the requirements that will support future
generation services’ high computational demands and the
massive number of heterogeneous devices’ needs [5], [6],
especially in urban dynamics. The last decade’s important
topic is the deployment investigation of various Machine
Learning (ML) algorithms to enhance the limited management
capabilities and optimization of the characteristics in
communication [7], [8].

Most of the C-ITS optimization data found in the literature
is generally based on the simulation campaigns that do
not necessarily represent the C-ITS’ real communications
behavior. Significantly, the authors of [9] provided the
dataset that covered the availability of the networks and
the transaction time (i.e., the period from the moment the
client sends the data from the application layer towards
the cloud server until either acknowledgment is received
or it is considered as discarded by the utilized protocol)
in a real-life environment where the vehicles had more
than one wireless interface on board. The details on the
system are available as the description of Measuring Mobile
Broadband Networks in Europe (MONROE) platform [10]
using three independent commercial Long-Term Evolution
(LTE) operators for multi-access. In their work, the authors
proved that simultaneous multi-access use could significantly
improve the system’s overall efficiency in terms of critical
information transmission delay.

Nonetheless, straightforward utilization of multiple
interfaces may not provide the needed level or assurance
of the data delivery and related properties based on the
standalone selected channel state, see, e.g., Figure 1.
Furthermore, the system will face significant losses if one
of the currently utilized channels changes unexpectedly due
to various aspects ranging from the passenger train arriving
at the station effect or faulty equipment/intermittent network
connectivity [11]. The system would require a fast recovery
method, and one of the enablers to achieve that is to apply
ML strategies to predict traffic behavior.

This paper’s main goal is to develop ML models for
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Fig. 1. Scenario of mission-critical C-ITS operation.

analyzing C-ITS traffic characteristics and represent the
process of their implementation by approximating the real-life
dataset measurements. Broadly, we aim at investigating the
accuracy of the applicable ML approaches for predicting the
transaction class based on the estimated transaction time. By
this means, we attempt to identify if the model is suitable for
time-critical applications.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. First, Section II
describes the dataset and data pre-processing techniques, target
variables, used ML models, and metrics. Next, Section III
describes the results obtained with ML models to the dataset.
The last section concludes the paper and discusses possible
directions for future researches.

II. BACKGROUND INFORMATION

The idea of transaction optimization in C-ITS is under
careful consideration by many researchers. Existing networks
already face a problem of limited resources while the amount
of the data transmitted in C-ITS applications constantly
increases [12]. Therefore, it is crucial to develop an effective
transaction scheme for C-ITS to achieve high energy efficiency
and optimized network resource use.

For time-critical C-ITS applications, e.g., notifications about
traffic accidents, complicated weather situations, etc., the
main goal is to make the transaction as fast as possible,
whereas, for other applications, it can be more important to use
fewer network resources for the transaction. Benjamin Sliwa
et al. [12] researched selection methods of the optimal time
for transaction in C-ITS. However, authors concentrated on
not time-critical applications such as cars as mobile sensors,
so their research’s central issue was to find a time in which
transaction will be performed with maximum efficiency.

ML methods can find no apparent dependencies in traffic
and may achieve better results than statistical models, so it can
be possible to use them to achieve faster transactions as well
as better security [13]. Due to a better quality of the network’s
state predictions, ML models may choose the best from the
available networks in case of multi-access [14] or to select the
optimal time for the transaction [12].

This work is concentrated on time-critical applications in
C-ITS and developed ML models that predict transaction time.

In our work, we used the dataset “Network Measurements
while Uploading 5.6 KB Files from Moving Buses to
Cellular Networks in Varmland, Sweden” [15] described in
the article [9]. The authors performed the measurements of
the availability of the networks and the transaction time. Their
measurements were based on the concept of Floating Car
Data (FCD), which refers to using data generated by vehicles
to estimate traffic conditions [16]. The dataset describes the
packets transmitted through one to three LTE modules to
the central server on the Internet. The authors measured
transaction performance using three different protocols (UDP,
TCP, HTTPS) and three different network operators.

Every packet consisted of 5.6 KB Datex II XML standard
messages sent from the installed on a moving bus device to
the server. On the server-side, a timeout value of 5 seconds
was set to control the reply’s frequency with the number of
successfully received bytes. If the client-side did not receive
any response from the server for six seconds, the transaction
is considered unsuccessful. Transaction counted as successful
if both timeouts had not expired and the number of received
bytes was equal to the number of sent bytes.

The collected dataset [15] also contains numerical
parameters (GPS coordinates of the bus, transaction time,
availability, status of the transaction, and others). Most of
the modem and network characteristics in the dataset are
categorical values. Also, the transaction time and date, day
of the week, and other parameters were textual.

A. Target Variables

In this work, we have analyzed two problem types:
Classification and Regression. The Classification predicts the
time interval in which the transaction will fall (not the
transaction time), i.e., if the transaction time falls within the
time limit. The Regression task considers the transaction time
as a value from the range (0,+∞] – a regression problem. In
this setting, we predict not the interval but the real value of
the transaction time.

B. Data Preprocessing

Before evaluating ML models’ performance on the dataset,
it is essential to prepare data and evaluate their structure.
As the algorithms work only with numerical data, converting
all categorical strings to numbers is necessary. For this
purpose, we use the One-Hot Encoding (OHE) technique, i.e.,
each category is encoding with a binary number. Parameters,
which contain the information about transaction time (for
example, Transaction Time1000, diff) were removed. Besides,
the columns with more than half of the data were missing
were also removed. Evidently, the transaction time affects its
quality [17], so the time data was transformed and prepared
for the input to the model. The dataset was split into train and
test parts using train test split method of sklearn library.

For the Classification, transaction time has been transformed
and classified based on the fundamental work [18]. The
transaction time < 200 ms is required for time-critical
applications in C-ITS [9].



Two different analyzed scenarios are described as follows.
Scenario 1: The dataset contains three classes:
• Transaction time ≤ 0.2 seconds: the transaction time

required for the operation of time-critical devices;
• Transaction time > 0.2 seconds: past transactions, but not

suitable for time-critical devices;
• Failed transactions: the transaction time is more than 6

seconds or error (timeout, failed, send error, see the Status
field in the dataset [15]).

Scenario 2: All samples with unsuccessful transactions were
deleted, so the dataset contains two classes:
• Transaction time ≤ 0.2 seconds;
• Transaction time > 0.2 seconds.
Two different aspects were identified concerning those

different scenarios. The first scenario with three classes is
imbalanced because only 1207 out of 44, 844 samples are
unsuccessful transactions. The second one has two classes,
i.e., it is a Binary Classification task, and the balanced dataset
is used.

Finally, specific data preprocessing for the regression task
should be noted. The transaction time data was taken as the
target without noisy distribution for prediction using decision
trees’ ensembles. To remove the noisy component in the
data and improve the models’ quality, the target variable was
filtered by 1% and 95% of the data (0.01 and 0.95 quantiles,
respectively).

The data preprocessing approach was similar to the
Classification problem. The only differences are that
operations with the status of failed, timeout, or send error were
removed from consideration. Therefore, there was a division
into high-quality operations and low-quality ones, and some
correlation analysis was carried out (see Figure 2) to assess
the similarity of features and exclude very close ones since
the quality will be worse if similar features are submitted to
the model for training. Moreover, it will not be possible to
assess the importance of the model’s features since similar
features will average each other in importance, even if one of
the features is very important.

C. ML Models Details

After analyzing the related work, we chose the
universal models for solving Classification and Regression
problems [14], [19], [20]. The basic ML algorithms were
tested for Classification task: Decision Tree, Gaussian
Naive Bayes (GaussianNB), Multilayer perceptron (MLP),
k-Nearest Neighbors (k-NN), Logistic Regression, and
Support Vector Machines (SVM). Decision Tree, k-NN,
SVM, Logistic Regression from the sklearn library were
used as classification models [21]. GridSearchCV class
approach of the sklearn library was utilized for the selection
of model hyperparameters. GridSearchCV is an approach
to hyperparameter tuning that will methodically build and
evaluate a model for each combination of algorithms.

For the Regression task, we applied Gradient Boosting from
the implementation from Yandex – CatBoost [22]. The Pool
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Fig. 2. Correlation matrix of features

class was used to work with data immediately before feeding it
into the model from the technical perspective. It speeds up the
model and the search on the hyperparameter grid, providing
an early stop method when training the model (when training
stops at N steps of deterioration of the loss function).

The models’ operation principles are as follows.
Decision Tree proposes determining the class (for the

Classification problem) or the value of the target variable
(for the Regression problem) by dividing the objects in the
list according to some or all criteria. The difference between
Classification and Regression problem types lies in the fact
that a different criterion of information content is selected for
dividing objects in the tree leaves.

• Random Forest is a special case of decision trees that
selects random objects, and random features for training
is the method of random subspaces.

• Gradient Boosting is also one of the interpretations of
Decision Tree, in which trees are sequentially built and
trained in such a way that each of them corrects and
considers the mistakes of its predecessors.

k-NN assigns an object to the most common class among
its k-neighbors. SVM for Classification attempts to maximize
the minimal distance from objects (support vectors) to the
separating hyperplane. Logistic Regression optimizes the
likelihood of the sample and gives correct estimates of the
probability of belonging to the positive class. GaussianNB
is based on Bayes’ theorem determines the probability of a
class between independent features. It is assumed that the
features are distributed according to the normal distribution for
a GaussianNB classifier. MLP has several layers (usually 2 or
3), each of which is represented by a linear layer and trained



by backpropagation of an error, thereby building a dividing
surface between objects.

D. Main Metrics

Metrics are showing the processes inside the algorithm, so
why it is crucial to choose them correctly. This subsection
presented selected metrics for this work according to the
problem task in terms of ML.

Classification task evaluation metrics:
1) Accuracy measures the number of correctly classified

objects relative to the total number of all objects.
2) Balanced accuracy is the averaged result of the accuracy

metric, counted separately for all classes. This metric is
important for data imbalance tasks (as Classification task
for the first scenario).

3) F1-score (F1) (Van Riesbergen’s measure [23]) – a
harmonic mean between accuracy and completeness. It
tends to zero if the accuracy or completeness tends
to zero. That means that the larger number corresponds
with the best testing model and varies between 0 and 1.

Regression task evaluation metrics:
1) Coefficient of determination (R2) shows how much of

the variance the algorithm could predict from the data’s
total variance. In other words, how well the model
explains the results of its work.

2) Mean Square Error (MSE) is the mean sum of squares
of deviation of predictions from actual outputs.

3) Mean Absolute Error (MAE) shows the average over the
data set of the absolute deviations between predicted and
actual output.

III. NUMERICAL RESULTS

The following section provides the results of the application
of ML models to both scenarios. All experiments were
conducted on Google Colaboratory [24] server. The server
allocates resources dynamically and does not have the exact
limit. Thus, the simulation device parameters could not be
specified. Note, Training time highly depends on server
capacity and could vary tremendously, so it should be
considered in comparison with other models but not as
absolute values.

A. Classification Task

Table I shows the results of classifying traffic into
three classes:
• Transaction time ≤ 0.2 seconds;
• Transaction time > 0.2 seconds;
• Unsuccessful transactions.
The main problem of the first scenario is, evidently, the data

imbalance. Only 2.7% samples are unsuccessful transactions.
This problem is typical for the task of anomaly detection
in network traffic. For instance, in [25], a sliding window
algorithm was used to solve this problem. However, in
our case, it is impossible because of another structure of
the dataset. Because of the lack of unsuccessful transaction
samples in the first scenario, balanced accuracy is much lower

TABLE I
SCENARIO 1 PERFORMANCE RESULTS

Model Accuracy Balanced
Accuracy

F1 Training
time, s

Decision Tree 0.896 0.674 0.896 0.213
k-NN 0.854 0.616 0.854 0.676
Logistic Regression 0.744 0.493 0.744 2.327
SVM 0.661 0.393 0.611 114.729
Random Forest 0.903 0.726 0.903 2.444
Gradient Boosting 0.902 0.716 0.902 21.251
MLP 0.622 0.333 0.622 8.728
GaussianNB 0.871 0.686 0.871 0.133

than accuracy. Furthermore, it means that models mistakes
more classifying unsuccessful transaction samples.

Table II shows the results of classifying traffic on
two classes:
• Transaction time ≤ 0.2 seconds;
• Transaction time > 0.2 seconds.

TABLE II
SCENARIO 2 PERFORMANCE RESULTS

Model Accuracy Balanced
Accuracy

F1 Training
time, s

Decision Tree 0.913 0.892 0.913 0.178
k-NN 0.872 0.856 0.871 1.451
Logistic Regression 0.767 0.747 0.767 0.649
SVM 0.737 0.752 0.742 120.019
Random Forest 0.916 0.902 0.916 2.011
Gradient Boosting 0.916 0.895 0.916 5.986
MLP 0.634 0.5 0.634 8.648
GaussianNB 0.897 0.882 0.897 0.101

In the second scenario, all unsuccessful samples were
deleted, so there is no problem with the data imbalance.
Therefore, we can see that accuracy and balanced accuracy
metrics have highly similar results.

For the first scenario, Random Forest shows the best results
in both accuracy and training time. Gradient Boosting has a
high accuracy result, but the training time is also very long
(about 21.2 seconds). Decision Tree and GaussanNB perform
lightly worst from the Random Forest, which means they are
also optimal for implementation. Random Forest, Gradient
Boosting, and Decision Tree performed the best results for
the second scenario, giving high metrics and fast training.

B. Regression task

The Gradient Boosting model is taken from the CatBoost
library, which is essentially a universal tool for developing
ML models for different data types. The baseline prediction is
formed on a model taken without selected hyperparameters,
e.g., imposing initial conditions/constraints on the model,
under which it must learn to predict the transaction time.
For the second approach, further called Tuned CatBoost,
we applied a search for hyperparameters based on methods
developed specifically for models from the CatBoost library,



making it possible to change the model’s structure that
it does not retrain (does not rely on the test sample).
As shown later in the next section, it allowed predicting
the transaction time more confidently, i.e., for a better
network control if integrated. The baseline of the model
was built, predicting the transaction time, then the optimal
hyperparameters were selected using the library’s methods.
The average selection time for hyperparameters was 9 minutes
7 seconds. For comparison, the results are shown in Table III.
All indicators were evaluated on a test sample consisting of
10353 objects (25% of the entire sample).

TABLE III
GRADIENT BOOSTING QUALITY METRICS FOR REGRESSION

– Baseline CatBoost Tuned CatBoost
R2, % 26 33

MSE, s 0.026 0.023

MAE, s 0.103 0.078

The results show that Gradient Boosting is relatively good at
finding patterns in the data. Based on the R2 evaluation, we
can conclude that this model explains 33% of the variance
in the data. The MAE metric, which was 0.078 seconds,
shows that, on average, we are wrong at each object by less
than 0.1 seconds. Therefore this algorithm can be applied for
classifying objects into time-critical and not time-critical if
the necessary threshold is selected. For example, choosing a
threshold of 0.1 seconds, we can argue that if an instance of
a transaction is not anomalous, then, as a rule, the object will
not go beyond the transaction time-critical (0.2 seconds). The
Classification task’s difference will consist in the fact that we
will have an approximate range in which it will be located in
addition to the transfer class, which will allow us to control
the operation of the network more accurately.

In addition to metrics results, ML may benefit the system
developers – to identify the importance of features. Figure 3
shows how the most important features were distributed. The
top 3 ones include the HTTPS protocol (whether a transaction
was made through this protocol or not), the average power of
the received pilot signals or the Received Signal Strength from
the Base Station (RSRP), and the UDP protocol.

This graph, which is built using the Shap library [26],
shows how different features affect the target variable. If the
red bar is shifted more to the left – this feature decreases
the transaction time and vice versa. For example, features
starting with ModemRSRP over ProtocolTCP reduce the
transaction time and a logical dependence that Friday the
network is loaded, and such a feature as ModemCID is noisy,
and it may be worth excluding it for prediction. Therefore, it
is necessary to consider the entire system operation and not
the technical characteristics of devices and the environment
separately (which also affects the transaction time) to predict
something in future generation networks.

Finally, the transaction time distribution was estimated after
developing the model. Figure 4 presents the distribution of the
true and predicted values. It provides promising results proving
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that ML could be utilized from the transaction time prediction
on real C-ITS systems. Nevertheless, the actual delay time is
rather challenging to predict due to noise in the data.

IV. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we presented the ML-based approach for
transaction time prediction in time-critical C-ITS applications.
Our work results show that it is possible to predict the
transaction class and the real transaction time in the wireless
network with high accuracy using ML models.



Most of our models showed good performance in the binary
Classification of transactions (suitable or not suitable for
time-critical C-ITS applications). When adding a third class
(unsuccessful transactions), the data imbalance problem arises.
There may be too few samples of the unsuccessful transactions
in the dataset. It results in the balanced accuracy decrease,
which shows that models could not detect unsuccessful
transactions as well as classifying the other two classes.

For the Regression task, the Gradient Boosting model
achieves good results in predicting the real transaction time.
Moreover, using the best ideas that this library promotes,
it turned out to consistently improve the operation of the
algorithm, first applying a competent search on the grid of
the best hyper-parameters and then finding a cutoff at which
the model does not greatly fit the training set, that is, it does
not overfit. Thus, we considered two completely different tasks
from the point of ML view and received two approaches that
show that ML allows to quickly and efficiently predict the
network data.

In the future, we are planning to continue to work on
improving the proposed methods. At first, we will try to find
better methods for selecting model hyper-parameters. It will
allow achieving better model performance. Secondly, we are
planning to automate data processing, which will speed up
applying algorithms in real-time (we get the model results
immediately after the data arrives at the server-side). Thirdly,
we will research different solutions to the data imbalance
problem and find a suitable one for our issue. It will improve
the quality of prediction of the unsuccessful transaction in
the Classification task. Also, there is an idea to combine two
problems – Regression and Classification, thereby taking the
best of our algorithms for predicting transaction time. Finally,
improved models will be tested on other C-ITS-related datasets
to check the proposed methods’ universality. Another research
topic is the detection of abnormal patterns in transactions.
In the case of the used dataset, it is the task of finding
unsuccessful transactions, but also it is essential to detect
network attacks and other anomalies.
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